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Beginning with the 1952 publication of Phil Green's landmark *Zoning in North Carolina*, the School (previously Institute) of Government established a strong tradition of works focusing on land use law. Through the years a wide variety of publications in this area have been prepared. Publications by Institute faculty members Bob Stipe, Michael Brough, and Richard Ducker, as well as a host of subsequent publications by Professor Green, comprehensively document the evolution of the law in this field. These include specialized publications for boards of adjustment, planning boards, and zoning administrators. Additional books and bulletins have addressed particular land use topics, such as special use districts, vested rights, nonconformities, subdivisions, growth management, and regular updates on legislation and key litigation.

The second edition of *Land Use Law in North Carolina* continues this tradition with detailed coverage of the many legal issues related to land development regulation. This book is intended as a legal reference work for those interested in the law related to development regulation in North Carolina. It builds on and expands the material originally covered in its first edition and in two editions of its precursor publication, *Legislative Zoning Decisions*.
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